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This motion twists the leno yarn with the weft at each pick to strengthen the selvage structure for preventing loose

selvage due to broken weft. Each of leno motions LH and RH has servomotor 1, which operates independently from the

other.

(1) Servomotor 1 drives gear trains 2 and 3 to rotate leno selvage wheel 4.

(2) Stationary gear 5, idle gear 6 and planetary gear 7 engage mesh with one another to rotate coaxial leno selvage

wheel 4.

(3) Selvage yarns from bobbins 9a and 9b move vertically with rotation to form the leno selvage.

8.6-1



8.6.1 Installation, Adjustment and Preparation for

Operation

・Be cautious because the servomotor becomes hot during operation.

・Press the emergency stop button at the time of installation or adjustment.

・When pressing the machine operation SW or inching SW after the main power of the machine is

turned ON or the emergency stop SW is released, the origin restoration starts.

Note that the selvage motion that is in use starts operating then.

[1] Front-to-rear Position

Adjust the distance “a” between bracket 1 ad base 2 as

instructed below according to the number of healds.

(Values listed below are for reference, which may be

adjusted to avoid interference with other components.)

Increase distance “a” if leno yarn breakage occurs

frequently, or decrease it if weft miss due to leno

operation occurs.

(1) Press Emergency Stop button.

(2) Loosen bolts 3 of bracket 1 and move leno selvage

motion 4 to adjust to the desired position.

NOTE: Do not remove bolts 3 (2 pcs.).

(3) Firmly tighten bolts 3.

Distance “a” (mm) Number of healds used

96 Up to 4 healds

138 5 to 7 healds

180

8 to 10 healds (passive

cam)

8 to 10 healds (positive

cam)

220 Up to 16 healds

8.6.1 Installation, Adjustment and Preparation for Operation
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[2] Lateral Position

Adjust the gap “a” between weft 1 and leno selvage cover

2 to 1 to 2 mm by moving bracket 3 in the lateral

direction.

Reference: Relation between path dimension “b”

b = R/S – (inserting width) + 140 (for R/S

336 or less)

b = R/S – (inserting width) + 190 (for R/S

340 or more)

(1) Press Emergency Stop button.

(2) Loosen bolts 4 of bracket 3 and move the leno

selvage motion to adjust to the desired position.

NOTE: Do not excessively loosen bolts 4 (2 pcs.).

Otherwise, bracket 3 may fall.

(3) Firmly tighten bolts 4.

8.6.1 Installation, Adjustment and Preparation for Operation
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[3] Selection of use

Select whether to use the electric leno on the function

panel.

(1) Stop the weaving machine.

(2) Select “Not use” when not using electric leno in the

case of tuck selvage or others by touching [ Map ] - [

Leno ] - [ Setting ].

8.6.1 Installation, Adjustment and Preparation for Operation
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[4] Timing

The standard crank angle for alignment of the upper and

lower yarns of the leno selvage motion is as shown

below.

Leno selvage motion Crank angle

LH 280°

RH 10°

(1) Stop the machine.

(2) Input the leno cross angles on the function panel.

Touch [ Map ] - [ Leno ] - [ Setting ] and input the

leno cross angles.

8.6.1 Installation, Adjustment and Preparation for Operation
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[5] Bobbin Change Button

Touch [ Operator ] - [ LEFT ] or - [ RIGHT ] (bobbin

change button). The leno selvage wheel rotates and stops

at a position allowing easy bobbin replacement.

After stop, the leno servomotor is turned off to permit

manual rotation of the leno selvage wheel, making it easy

to change other bobbins.

After changing bobbins, press the switch for starting

operation. The origin adjustment is automatically

performed and the machine starts.

8.6.1 Installation, Adjustment and Preparation for Operation
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[6] Yarn Threading and the Related Operations

[6.1] How to set the leno bobbin

Set leno bobbin 1. Then, pull knob "x" of bobbin rod

stopper 8 and fit the convex section "y" into the

concave section provided on the head of bobbin rod 9.

NOTE: Make sure that bobbin rod stopper 8 catches

bobbin rod 9 firmly. Running the machine

without fitting stopper 8 into bobbin rod 9will

damage the full-leno selvage device. Such a

mistake is the most frequent cause of the

damaged full-leno selvage device.

[6.2] How to thread yarn through the bobbin holder

(1) Pull out leno yarn 2 from leno bobbin 1 and thread

it downwards through hole "x" provided in claw

arm 5.

(2) Hook the yarn on tenser arm 4.

(3) Thread the yarn upwards through hole "y" in

binding eye 3.

8.6.1 Installation, Adjustment and Preparation for Operation
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[6.3] How to adjust the leno yarn tension

In order to make the tension of leno yarn match the

warp tension, adjust the yarn tension with spring 5 and

secure it with fixing nut 6 at each of the leno selvage

devices.

For typical leno yarn tension, refer to the table below.

To construct the well-tightened selvages at both sides

of the fabric, tension spring 5 at the left leno selvage

device should be tensed harder.

TIP: Standard Leno Yarn Tension

Leno selvage

device
Yarn tension Fixing nut position

At the left side

of the weaving

machine

50 g
“A”

(Stronger spring force)

At the right side

of the weaving

machine

20-30 g
“B”

(Medium spring force)
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[6.4] Feeler for stop motion

There are circular feeler 10 and linear feeler 11 for stop

motion of the leno selvage motion.

(1) When the leno selvage yarn broken, tenser arm 4

lightly pushes circular feeler 10 to stop the

machine.

(2) If the operation is started without firm holding of

bobbin rod 9 by bobbin rod stopper 7, the tip A of

bobbin rod stopper 7 lightly pushes linear feeler

11 to stop the machine. Indicator lamps and

indication on the operation panel are the same as

those of the “stop by leno breakage.”

NOTE: The “stop by leno breakage” may occur

when the bobbin rod stopper is not

applied. If the “stop by leno breakage”

occurs during slow reverse operation

before starting the whole operation by

pressing the START button, first check

failure in applying the bobbin rod

stopper.

8.6.1 Installation, Adjustment and Preparation for Operation
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Adjust the leno selvage feeler using the procedure

instructed below.

(1) Stop the machine.

(2) Touch [ Operator ] - [ LEFT ] or - [ RIGHT ]

(bobbin change switch) on the function panel.

(This turns the servomotor off to permit manual

rotation of the leno selvage wheel.)

(3) Set the leno selvage yarn to no tension.

(4) Rotate the leno selvage wheel until tenser arm 4

lightly contacts with feeler 10 and fix by

tightening set bolt 12.

(5) Give tension to the leno selvage yarn and check

that tenser arm 4 does not contact feeler 10.

(6) Release bobbin rod stopper 7 from bobbin rod 9.

(7) Rotate the leno selvage wheel until the tip of

bobbin rod stopper 7 lightly contacts linear feeler

11 and fix by tightening set bolts 12 and 13.

(8) Apply the bobbin rod stopper to the bobbin rod

and see that the bobbin holder is not in contact

with the linear feeler before starting operation.
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[7] Threading Leno Yarns through the Reed

Yarn type symbols:

○ Leno yarn

△ Ground yarn

▲ Waste-selvage yarn

(1) At the left side of the machine:

Thread leno yarns ○ through the same dent through

which the leftmost ground yarns △ are drawn.

(2) At the right side of the machine:

Thread leno yarns ○ through an empty dent

adjacent to the one through which the rightmost

ground yarns △ are drawn.

[8] Preparation of Leno Yarn

(1) Yarn specifications for full-leno selvage devices

・Yarn type:

Same type of two-ply yarn as that for the ground

warp (Primary twist: Z-twist, Final twist: S-twist)

・Yarn number count:

Almost the same as for the ground warp or

slightly greater than that for the ground warp

(thinner than the ground warp)

If using the same type of yarn as for ground warp

results in insufficient strength of the fullleno

selvage, it is recommended that finished yarn of 50d

or 75d be used, provided that no problem occurs in

the subsequent processes.

(2) The yarn winding direction onto the leno bobbin is

as shown at left.

NOTE: When using the special winder for winding

yarn onto the leno bobbin, do not increase

the yarn take-up tension excessively by the

winder, particularly when filament yarn is

used. Otherwise, the leno bobbin may be

deformed, making it impossible to set the

bobbin into the bobbin holder.

8.6.1 Installation, Adjustment and Preparation for Operation
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[9] Proximity Sensor for Adjusting Leno Selvage Motion to its

Origin
The electric leno selvage motion contains the proximity

sensor for adjusting the motion to the origin.

The proximity sensor is used for adjusting the leno angle

with the machine angle when the machine starts after

machine power ON.

NOTE: The origin adjustment operation is performed

when the START, INCHING or BOBBIN switch

on the machine is pressed. Be careful so as not to

be trapped by leno selvage wheel 1 that rotates at

this time.

The adjustment procedure for the proximity sensor of the

leno selvage motion is shown below. (Basically no

adjustment is necessary since it is adjusted before

shipment.)

(1) Press the Emergency Stop button.

(2) Manually rotate leno selvage wheel 1 to approach

dozer 2 to proximity sensor 3.

(3) Loosen two proximity sensor bolts 4, adjust the gap

to 1 mm using a clearance gauge, and firmly tighten

the two bolts 4.

(4) Manually rotate leno selvage wheel 1 to check that

dozer 2 does not come into contact with proximity

sensor 3 before starting operation.

8.6.1 Installation, Adjustment and Preparation for Operation
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8.6.2 Lubrication

[1] Lubrication Intervals and Lubricant Type

Lubrication point Lubricant type Lubrication intervals

Grease D

(Grease gun)

Every 1.5- to 2-month

operation

As for the type and symbol of the lubricant to be used, refer to M.3.1 [ 2 ] Lubricant Symbol and Name. For lubrication

to the bobbin holder bushing and tensor arm bushing, refer to M3.3 [ 2 ] Lubrication Intervals and Lubricants.

8.6.2 Lubrication
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[2] Oil Replacement

Tool : Oil reservoir and oiler

Oil type : Symbol B

As for the type and symbol of the lubricant to be used,

refer to M.3.1 [ 2 ] Lubricant Symbol and Name.

Replace the oil after 60,000,000 picks (about 2.5 to 3

months) after start of initial operation using the procedure

instructed below.

(1) Put an oil reservoir under plug 2 of leno selvage

holder 1. Remove plug 2 to drain the old oil.

(2) Wipe off iron powder adhered on the magnet

portion at the end of plug 2. Then, apply the oil-

resistant seal tape (9082 of NICHIAS or equivalent)

to the threaded portion.

Wipe off oil from the mounting hole for leno

selvage holder 1, and install plug 2

(3) Add oil from oil inlet 3 using an oiler approximately

to the center of oil gauge 4.

(4) Thereafter, replace the oil every 12 months.

NOTE: Check the oil level monthly after start of

operation. If the oil level is low, add the oil.

NOTE: Do not wind the seal tape to the last two threads

of the plug. Otherwise, the seal tape may invade

to inside the gearing box.

8.6.2 Lubrication
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[3] How to exchange ELS motor oil seal

Fig.1

Fig.2

(1) Dismount servo motor from ELS gear box.

Remove key from motor shaft.

(2) Emerge oil seal by using small minus driver. (Fig.

1, Fig. 2)

Parts number : 75611-15004-00 SEAL,OIL

Fig.3

(3) Remove oil seal by using long-nose pliers.(Fig. 3)

Note: Be careful not to damage shaft!!

(4) Remove entered oil from cable outlet

(5) Clean shaft by cleaning wipes

Note: Removed oil seal can not be reused

Note: Exchange motor if motor shaft damage or

wear is found.

8.6.2 Lubrication
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【Oil seal assembly tool kit】

Fig.4

(6) Cover motor shaft by protect cap (Fig. 4)

(7) Fill in grease between the space of two oil lips inside

the oil seal.

Use lithium grease.

(M.3.1 Grease list :D or E)

(8) Put gascket out side the oil seal.

Fig.5

(9) Set oil seal. (Fig. 5)

Note: Check direction of the oil seal.

8.6.2 Lubrication
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Fig.6

(10) Press in oil seal by press in tool. (Fig. 6)

8.6.2 Lubrication
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8.6.3 Electrical Components

[1] Main Control Board

The main control board in the main control box sends instructions to the servo amplifier to drive the leno selvage motion

in synchronism with the crank angle of the machine.

[2] Servo Amplifiers (LENO-L and LENO-R)

The servo amplifiers (LENO-L and LENO-R) for the left-hand and right-hand leno motions in the main control box

drive respective servomotors according to the instructions from the main control board.

[3] Servomotor

The servomotor rotates the leno selvage motion itself.

[4] Origin Proximity Switch

Proximity switches are provided on both sides for detecting bobbin holder positions.

8.6.3 Electrical Components
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8.6.4 Troubleshooting by Error Message

Symptom Error message Check point Action

Motion does not

operate

Leno motion RH:

Alarm signal input

When orange CHARGE of amplifier

(LENO-R) is not ON or green LED_

P is not ON.

Check wiring to amplifier CN11 (power connector)

or replace the amplifier.

When red LED_A of amplifier

(LENO-R) is not ON.

Check wiring between amplifier CN1 and CN22 of

main control I/O1 board.

Or, replace the I/O1 board.

When red LED_A of amplifier

(LENO-R) is ON.

Check wiring between amplifier CN2 or CN12 and

motor. Or, replace the motor or amplifier.

Motion does not

operate

Leno motion LH:

Alarm signal input

When orange CHARGE of amplifier

(LENO-L) is not ON or green LED_

P is not ON.

Check wiring to amplifier CN11 (power connector)

or replace the amplifier.

When red LED_A of amplifier

(LENO-L) is not ON.

Check wiring between amplifier CN1 and CN24 of

main control I/O1 board or replace the board.

When red LED_A of amplifier

(LENO-L) is ON.

Check wiring between amplifier CN2 or CN12 and

motor. Or, replace the motor or amplifier.

Motion does not

operate with ab-

normal stop

Leno motion RH:

Servo overload alarm

If leno wheel cannot be rotated

manually when the machine power

is OFF or when abnormal sound is

heard.

Replace the damaged gear or the motor.

If the leno wheel can be rotated

manually when the machine power if

OFF.

Check the wiring between amplifier CN2 or CN12

and motor. Or, replace the motor or amplifier.

Motion does not

operate with ab-

normal stop

Leno motion LH:

Servo overload alarm
Same as above. Same as above.

Motion does not

operate

Leno motion RH:

Failure in origin detection
－

Check the wiring between the main control I/O1

board CN21 and the proximity switch.

Or, replace the proximity switch.

Motion does not

operate

Leno motion LH:

Failure in origin detection
－

Check the wiring between the main control I/O1

board CN23 and the proximity switch.

Or, replace the proximity switch.

Servo amplifier (same to LENO-R and LENO-L)

8.6.4 Troubleshooting by Error Message
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